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Preliminary Statement 

ConocoPhillips offers no new law, fact or argument that could support reconsideration of 

the Court’s comprehensive ruling that Oceanic has standing and that ConocoPhillips’ act of state 

defense does not bar Oceanic’s claims.  The parties fully briefed both the act of state and 

standing issues in connection with the Motion to Dismiss, and it is apparent from the Court’s 

detailed and well-crafted opinion that the Court fully considered both the arguments and 

authorities.  ConocoPhillips nevertheless asks the Court to reconsider those same arguments and 

authorities again.  The Court should not do so.  ConocoPhillips identifies no “manifest injustice” 

or “clear error” in the Court’s application of the Supreme Court’s decision in W.S. Kirkpatrick to 

ConocoPhillips, and its conclusion that the success of ConocoPhillips’ corrupt acts to prevent 

competition does not insulate it from liability for causing harm to another competitor. 

The central tenet of the Motion for Reconsideration or, in the Alternative, Certification of 

Interlocutory Appeal (“Motion”) is that, if the TSDA is dismissed on act of state grounds, so 

must ConocoPhillips.  Not so.  The act of state doctrine is a prudential rule of decision that is to 

be flexibly applied.  After W.S. Kirkpatrick, courts routinely distinguish between foreign 

sovereigns and private defendants in applying the act of state doctrine.  Accordingly, the Court 

correctly held that the Supreme Court’s decision in W.S. Kirkpatrick is controlling as to 

ConocoPhillips and that the act of state doctrine does not bar Oceanic’s claims.    

ConocoPhillips also asks the Court to change its ruling that Oceanic has standing, but 

ConocoPhillips presents nothing new.  ConocoPhillips’ argument that Oceanic could only have 

standing if a formal bid process occurred remains a strawman.  Oceanic has shown an injury that 

is traceable to ConocoPhillips’ conduct, and the alleged harm is significantly broader than being 

shut out of any putative bid process; it is the denial of a chance to compete.  ConocoPhillips does 

not dispute that Oceanic would have standing if ConocoPhillips had engaged in a “less 

successful” bribery scheme that enabled it to corruptly obtain exploration rights in the Timor 

Sea, but did not entirely eliminate the competitive process.  As the Court recognized, the case 
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law (and common sense) dictate that Oceanic has standing when a defendant’s bribery eliminates 

fair competition.   

ConocoPhillips also misstates Oceanic’s factual allegations as pleaded.  In the Motion, 

ConocoPhillips states that “the most that plaintiffs can say is that they wish that East Timor . . . 

had decided to disavow the existing concessions . . . .”  Motion at 4.  But East Timor did make 

such a decision.  In 1999, the East Timorese voted for independence and East Timorese officials 

spoke out against ConocoPhillips’ production sharing contracts.  In 2002, East Timor’s 

constitution nullified all of ConocoPhillips’ 1991 concessions.  As alleged, ConocoPhillips was 

only then able to remove Oceanic from the playing field by further acts of corruption.  There can 

be no question that Oceanic has standing, not only due to these harms, but also due to its constant 

and undisputed efforts to compete for rights to explore for oil and gas in the Timor Sea, albeit 

frustrated by ConocoPhillips’ corrupt acts, since before the 1991 concessions were issued. 

Finally, ConocoPhillips does not make the legal showing required to obtain certification 

for interlocutory appeal.  ConocoPhillips shows no substantial grounds for differences of opinion 

on the issues of standing and the application of the act of state doctrine to ConocoPhillips.  

Moreover, any delay to the start of discovery would prejudice Oceanic’s efforts to obtain 

important evidence.  Due to the turbulent political situation in East Timor, there is a genuine 

danger that witnesses and evidence will become unavailable to Oceanic if discovery does not 

commence immediately.  Moreover, critical documents, such as Australian bank records, may 

also be destroyed if discovery is delayed.  Oceanic respectfully submits that certification for 

interlocutory appeal is neither proper nor appropriate at this juncture. 

In sum, the Motion should be denied and the action should be allowed to proceed to trial. 

Argument 

I. THE COURT SHOULD DENY THE MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
BECAUSE CONOCOPHILLIPS HAS NOT SHOWN THAT THE COURT 
COMMITTED CLEAR ERROR OR CAUSED MANIFEST INJUSTICE 

ConocoPhillips claims that the Court committed clear error and that reconsideration is 

necessary to prevent manifest injustice.  A court should reconsider and amend a previous order 
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only in extraordinary circumstances.  Niedermeier v. Office of Baucus, 153 F. Supp. 2d 23, 28 

(D.D.C. 2001) (holding that “motions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(e) are disfavored and relief from 

judgment is granted only when the moving party establishes extraordinary circumstances”).  

“Indeed, a wholesale disregard, misapplication, or failure to recognize controlling precedent is 

the required factual basis for a reconsideration motion.”  Sedrak v. Callahan, 987 F. Supp. 1063, 

1069 (N.D. Ill. 1997).  

A motion to reconsider “is not simply an opportunity to reargue facts and theories upon 

which a court has already ruled.”  New York v. United States, 880 F. Supp. 37, 38 (D.D.C. 1995) 

(holding a motion to reconsider must establish more than simply the defendants’ continued belief 

that the Court’s decision was erroneous); see Horizon Lines, LLC v. United States, 429 F. Supp. 

2d 92, 97 (D.D.C. 2006) (holding no basis for reconsideration under Rule 59(e) when moving 

party presents “no new theory or evidence to support its argument regarding jurisdiction and 

standing[,]” but rather merely disagreed with the Court’s assessment of the case law).  Nor is a 

motion for reconsideration a vehicle for presenting theories or arguments that could have been 

advanced earlier.  See Kattan v. District of Columbia, 995 F.2d 274, 276 (D.C. Cir. 1993); W.C.  

& A.N. Miller Cos. v. United States, 173 F.R.D. 1, 3 (D.D.C. 1997).  ConocoPhillips repeats 

arguments and recites authorities that the Court previously considered and rejected.  As a result, 

ConocoPhillips has provided no principled basis for reconsideration.   

The cases ConocoPhillips cited to justify its Motion for Reconsideration or, in the 

Alternative, Certification of Interlocutory Appeal (“Motion”) are inapposite.  In Tripp v. United 

States, 257 F. Supp. 2d 37 (D.D.C. 2003), the party seeking reconsideration informed the Court 

of legal authority that was available to the parties but was not presented in the initial briefing.  Id. 

at 44.  Macintosh v. Building Owners and Managers Ass’n Int’l, 355 F. Supp. 2d 223 (D.D.C. 

2004), involved a misstatement of the current law on a key issue.  Id. at 230.  Similarly, in Lance 

v. United Mine Workers of Am. 1974 Pension Trust, 400 F. Supp. 2d 29 (D.D.C. 2005), the Court 

granted reconsideration because the parties did not bring to the Court’s attention that a relied-

upon published decision had been amended.  Id. at 30.  Here, in contrast, the parties thoroughly 
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briefed the act of state doctrine and standing issues that ConocoPhillips challenges, as Oceanic 

explains below.  Nor has ConocoPhillips advanced any material new legal authorities in support 

of its Motion.  Because ConocoPhillips has not met and cannot meet the threshold 

reconsideration requirements, the Motion should be denied. 

A. The Court Held Correctly That Oceanic’s Claims Against ConocoPhillips 
Are Not Barred By The Act Of State Doctrine  

ConocoPhillips’ request that the Court reconsider its decision denying ConocoPhillips’ 

act of state defense proceeds from the premise that act of state principles must be woodenly 

applied.  Courts, however, apply the doctrine flexibly.  Given the dramatic similarities between 

this case and W.S. Kirkpatrick & Co. v. Environmental Tectonics Corp., 493 U.S. 400, 110 S. Ct. 

701, 107 L. Ed. 2d 816 (1990), the Court correctly held that Oceanic’s claims against 

ConocoPhillips are not barred by the act of state doctrine.  ConocoPhillips asserts that, because 

the Court dismissed the TSDA on act of state grounds, ConocoPhillips should have been 

dismissed too.  As shown below, other courts in the District of Columbia Circuit have dismissed 

claims against state actors while allowing the same claims to proceed against private entities.  No 

case cited by ConocoPhillips holds to the contrary.    

1. The Act Of State Doctrine Is Not Jurisdictional And Must Be Flexibly 
Applied 

ConocoPhillips’ argument presupposes that the act of state doctrine is a rigid and 

inflexible doctrine.  As this Court has recognized, the act of state doctrine is not jurisdictional, 

but is a prudential rule of decision.  Opinion at 13; Doe I v. State of Israel, 400 F. Supp. 2d 86, 

113 (D.D.C. 2005) (recognizing that act of state doctrine is founded upon “prudential” rather 

than “constitutional” concerns); Abu Ali v. Ashcroft, 350 F. Supp. 2d 28, 61 (D.D.C. 2004).  The 

Supreme Court has repeatedly cautioned that the act of state doctrine must be applied flexibly.  

Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398, 428, 84 S. Ct. 923, 940, 11 L. Ed. 2d 

804 (1964) (refusing to “lay[] down or reaffirm[] an inflexible and all-encompassing rule” for the 

act of state doctrine); First Nat. City Bank v. Banco Nacional de Cuba, 406 U.S. 759, 763, 92 
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S. Ct. 1808, 1811, 32 L. Ed. 2d 466 (1972) (“It is clear, however, from both history and the 

opinions of this Court that the doctrine is not an inflexible one.”) (plurality opinion).1 

2. The Court Did Not Err, But Properly Followed Supreme Court 
Precedent When It Rejected ConocoPhillips’ Act Of State Defense 

The Court properly found that the act of state doctrine does not bar adjudication of 

Oceanic’s claims against ConocoPhillips.  It correctly recognized that “W.S. Kirkpatrick, 

493 U.S. at 400, is the controlling case here . . . “ and “[t]he facts of W.S. Kirkpatrick could not 

be more similar to plaintiffs’ cause of action against defendants ConocoPhillips in this case.”  

Memorandum Opinion (“Opinion”) at 37, 38.  ConocoPhillips’ Motion repeats the arguments it 

proffered in its Motion to Dismiss, the same arguments that Oceanic refuted and the Court found 

wanting.  Opposition of Plaintiffs Oceanic Exploration Company and Petrotimor Companhia de 

Petroleos S.A.R.L. to the ConocoPhillips Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss the Second Amended 

Complaint (“Opp.”) at 15-18.  Once again, ConocoPhillips argues that W.S. Kirkpatrick is 

inapplicable.  This argument has only been weakened by the Court’s decision to dismiss the 

claims against the Timor Sea Designated Authority, which makes the posture of this case 

virtually identical to W.S. Kirkpatrick.  Like W.S. Kirkpatrick, this case is now a suit between 

two private party competitors. 

W.S. Kirkpatrick was discussed in detail in the prior briefing on the Motion to Dismiss.  

Opp. at 15-16.  The W.S. Kirkpatrick plaintiff alleged that its competitor bribed Nigerian officials 

to obtain contracts from the Nigerian government and ensure that the officials would not award 

contracts to the plaintiff.  493 U.S. at 401-402, 110 S. Ct. at 702-703, 107 L. Ed. 2d at 816.  The 

                                                 
1   See also DeRoburt v. Gannett Co., Inc., 733 F.2d 701, 704 (9th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 

469 U.S. 1159 (1985) (“The act of state doctrine is a flexible principle whose application turns 
upon ‘the balance of relevant considerations.’”) (citing Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 
376 U.S. at 428, 84 S.Ct. at 940); Tchacosh Co., Ltd. v. Rockwell Int’l Corp., 766 F.2d 1333, 
1337 (9th Cir. 1985) (“The teaching of the courts which have considered application of the act of 
state doctrine is that the doctrine is to be applied pragmatically and flexibly, with reference to its 
underlying considerations.”) (citations omitted); Tabacalera Severiano Jorge, S.A. v. Standard 
Cigar Company, 392 F.2d 706, 715 (5th Cir. 1968) (“The underlying thought expressed in all of 
the cases touching on the Act of State doctrine is a common-sense one.”). 
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plaintiff asserted RICO, Robinson-Patman and state anti-racketeering claims against defendant 

W.S. Kirkpatrick.  Id. at 402.  The plaintiff sought financial damages.  Id. at 407. 

Like defendants here, W.S. Kirkpatrick argued that the decisions of the Nigerian 

government regarding the award of the contracts were an “act of state” and could not be 

reviewed by United States courts.  Id. at 406.  The Supreme Court rejected that argument 

because, as here, the plaintiff sought “only to obtain damages from private parties who procured 

it.”  Id. at 407.  Because the plaintiff “was not trying to undo or disregard the governmental 

action,” id., no claim or defense “require[d] a determination that Nigeria’s contract with 

Kirkpatrick International was, or was not, effective.”  Id.  

The Supreme Court rejected W.S. Kirkpatrick’s argument that the act of state doctrine 

was applicable because “the facts necessary to establish [the RICO and Robinson-Patman Act] 

claim[s] will also establish that the contract was unlawful” and will require a finding that “the 

contract is invalid.”  Id.  The Court held that even if such findings of fact were required, the court 

need not decide “the effect of official action by a foreign sovereign” in the “sense of being 

sought to be declared ineffective elsewhere.”  Id. at 407 (emphasis in original).  So “[r]egardless 

of what the court’s factual findings may suggest as to the legality of the Nigerian contract, its 

legality is simply not a question to be decided in the present suit . . . .”  Id. at 406. 

As this Court found and as Oceanic emphasized in its Opposition to ConocoPhillips’ 

Motion to Dismiss, W.S. Kirkpatrick controls the disposition of Oceanic’s claims against 

ConocoPhillips.  Opp. at 15-16.  Oceanic alleges RICO, Robinson-Patman and other claims 

against a competitor who bribed a foreign government official to secure an exclusive competitive 

position and Oceanic seeks only damages.  Second Amended Complaint (“SAC”) ¶¶  291-300.  

Oceanic does not ask this Court to decide—and the Court need not decide—once and for all the 

“effect of official action by a foreign sovereign.”  Id. at 406, 409-10 (“That doctrine has no 

application [when] . . . the validity of no foreign sovereign act is at issue.”)  Notably, 

ConocoPhillips does not advise the Court of any case involving bribery of foreign officials by a 

private company where a court found the act of state doctrine to be applicable.  
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3. Dismissal Of The TSDA Under The Act Of State Doctrine Does Not 
Require Dismissal Of A Private Defendant Such As ConocoPhillips 

ConocoPhillips’ Motion asserts that the Court’s finding regarding the act of state doctrine 

must be identical as to all defendants in a case, regardless whether the defendants are private 

corporations or public entities.  This proposition is incorrect.  

Cases in D.C. Circuit have dismissed foreign public entities from suits on act of state 

grounds while allowing the same claims to proceed against private entities.  World Wide 

Minerals Ltd. v. Rep. of Kazakhstahn, 116 F. Supp. 2d 98 (D.D.C. 2000), aff’d in part and rev’d 

in part, 296 F.3d 1154 (D.C. Cir. 2002)—a case relied on heavily by ConocoPhillips in its 

Motion—is instructive.  Pursuant to agreements between itself and the Republic of Kazakhstan, 

World Wide Minerals assumed control and management of uranium mines in Kazakhstan on the 

condition that the government would issue an export license for uranium.  Id. at 1157-58.  The 

export license was issued to Nukem, a U.S. company, instead.  Id. at 1158.  World Wide 

Minerals sued the Republic of Kazakhstan and its instrumentalities for breach of contract, 

tortious interference, conspiracy, and violations of RICO and the Sherman Act.  Id. at 1159 & 

n.4.  World Wide also sued Nukem, asserting claims for tortious interference, civil conspiracy, 

RICO and seeking a declaratory judgment.  Id. at 1159 n.4. 

The district court first dismissed all claims against the Republic of Kazakhstan and its 

instrumentalities on the grounds that the “validity of the contract is at issue” in the claims 

asserted against them.  World Wide Minerals, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 104.  The court also noted that 

“unlike the facts in W.S. Kirkpatrick the defendant here is a foreign sovereign, not a private 

company.”  Id.  The Court insisted, however, that the claims against Nukem, the private 

company, would not be barred by the act of state doctrine, “[b]y way of comparison the act of 

state doctrine would not bar claims against Nukem because the situation would be analogous to 

W.S. Kirkpatrick.”  Id. at 105.  On appeal, the D.C. Circuit affirmed dismissal of Kazakhstan and 
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its instrumentalities on act of state grounds and, as to Nukem, the D.C. Circuit left undisturbed 

the district court’s act of state holding.  296 F.3d at 1164-69, cert denied, 537 U.S. 1187 (2003).2   

Doe v. Exxon Mobil Corp., 393 F. Supp. 2d 20 (D.D.C. 2005), also found that the act of 

state doctrine applied to some defendants but not others.  In Doe, a group of eleven plaintiffs 

sued both an Indonesian state entity and a group of private U.S. oil companies for causes of 

actions arising from a contract between the oil companies and the state for “provid[ing] security” 

for a gas pipeline and liquification facility.  Id. at 22.  The plaintiffs alleged that various injuries 

resulted from the oil companies’ decision to hire the state military to guard the pipeline.  Id. at 

21-22.  The claims against both the public and private entities included violation of federal 

statutes (the Alien Tort Claims Act and Torture Victim Protection Act) and state common law 

torts.  Id. at 21-22.  After dismissing the statutory claims as to all parties for various statutory 

deficiencies, the Court reached the question of whether the state law tort claims were barred.  

The Court dismissed the claims against the Indonesian state entity because “adjudicating [its] 

liability . . . would create a significant risk of interfering in Indonesian affairs and thus U.S. 

foreign policy concerns,” id. at 28, but refused to dismiss the state law claims against the private 

oil companies on act of state grounds, finding:  

This doctrine is only implicated when ‘a court must decide-that is, when the 
outcome of a case turns upon-the effect of official action by a foreign sovereign.’  
W.S. Kirkpatrick Co. v. Envtl. Tectonics Corp., . . . (emphasis added).  With [the 
Indonesian instrumentality] dismissed as a party on justiciability grounds, the 
resolution of this case will not turn on any ”official action” of the Indonesian 
government.   

Id. at 28 n.7.3 

                                                 
2   The Circuit Court reversed and remanded the district court’s dismissal of Nukem on 

personal jurisdiction grounds.  Id. at 1168-1169.  
3 See also Abu Ali v. Ashcroft, 350 F. Supp. 2d 28, 58 (D.D.C. 2004) (holding that act of state 

doctrine does not apply to a lawsuit challenging the “role [a non-foreign-state party] allegedly 
played in obtaining the actions of the Saudi government” because “the validity or legality of the 
Saudi [act] is not at issue,” only “the acts of a third party in ‘obtaining’ or ‘procuring’ the 
conduct”) (quoting Kirkpatrick 493 U.S. at 406-07); Williams v. Curtiss-Wright- Corporation, 
694 F.2d 300, 303-04 (3d Cir. 1982) (finding act of state doctrine did not preclude antitrust claim 
(footnote continued) 
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ConocoPhillips also separately asserts that it should be dismissed because the Court 

found that W.S. Kirkpatrick does not apply to the TSDA because Oceanic’s claims involve the 

exercise of sovereign rights to exploit natural resources.  The very case ConocoPhillips relies on 

for this proposition, World Wide Minerals Ltd. v. Rep. of Kazakhstahn, 116 F. Supp. 2d 98 

(D.D.C. 2000), aff’d in part and rev’d in part, 296 F.3d 1154 (D.C. Cir. 2002), holds to the 

contrary.  The D.C. Circuit permitted claims to be asserted against the private defendant even 

though they too involved natural resources, while upholding the dismissal of the governmental 

entities.  World Wide Minerals, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 105 (act of state doctrine does not apply to 

Nukem); World Wide Minerals, 296 F.3d at 1168. 

That the Court distinguished between the application of the act of state doctrine to a 

commercial instrumentality of a foreign sovereign—the TSDA—and a private actor—

ConocoPhillips—is neither remarkable, nor clear error.  To the contrary, the Court did exactly 

what prior courts had done.  It correctly followed Supreme Court precedent.  The flexible 

application of the act of state doctrine, as the Supreme Court requires, does not constitute clear 

error or justify reconsideration. 

4. The Cases Cited By ConocoPhillips Are Not At Odds With This 
Court’s Decision On Act Of State 

No case that ConocoPhillips cites stands for the proposition that dismissal of claims 

against government or state entities on act of state grounds compels dismissal of claims against 

private entities.  Also, in no case cited by ConocoPhillips was the alleged official act procured by 

corruption.  In Callejo v. Bancomer, the plaintiff was a purchaser of certificates of deposit from 

defendant Bancomer, a nationalized Mexican bank.  764 F.2d 1101, 1104-06 (5th Cir. 1985).  

After the plaintiff purchased the certificates of deposit, the Mexican government approved 

regulations requiring Mexican banks to pay principal and interest on certificates of deposits at a 

specified exchange rate.  Id. at 1106.  Plaintiff sued Bancomer for breach of contract for 

                                                 
against private company where court would have to scrutinize the reason for a foreign country’s 
contract award). 
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complying with this regulation and the court held the act of state doctrine applied because it 

would have “need[ed] to judge the validity” of Mexico’s exchange regulations in order to 

adjudicate the case.  Id. at 1113.  See Fuller Aircraft v. Rep. of Philippines, 965 F.2d 1375, 1388 

(5th Cir. 1982) (distinguishing Callejo from a breach of contract case in terms of applicability of 

act of state doctrine).  Likewise, in Society of Lloyd’s v. Siemon-Netto, the defendant allegedly 

exercised regulatory control over the insurance market pursuant to an assertedly “unlawful 

delegation under English law” from the British Parliament.  457 F.3d 94, 102-03 (D.C. Cir. 

2006).  The claim in that case “require[d] a court in the United States to declare invalid the 

official act” of the British Parliament in delegating its authority to defendant.  Id. at 102-03 & 

n.9.  In Glen v. Club Mediterranee, S.A., the defendant allegedly trespassed by operating a 

business on land dispossessed by the Cuban government and licensed to defendant.  450 F.3d 

1251, 1252-53 (11th Cir. 2006).  Because the defendant could not be liable for trespass unless 

Cuban title to the land was wrongful, plaintiff’s claim would have required the court to “pass on 

the legality” of Cuba’s expropriation.  Id. at 1253-54, 1257 (citing Sabbatino, 376 U.S. at 428). 

Finally, the two 1918 cases cited by ConocoPhillips predate W.S. Kirkpatrick and are 

factually inapposite.  In both cases the plaintiffs sought a declaration of a transfer of title to 

specific property held by a foreign government.  Oetjen v. Central Leather, 246 U.S. 297, 299, 

304, 38 S. Ct. 309, 309-311, 62 L. Ed. 726 (1918) (suit for replevin of property would require 

“condemn[ing]” the “validity of the acts of” Mexico); Ricaud v. American Metal Co., 246 U.S. 

304, 308, 38 S. Ct. 312, 313, 62 L. Ed. 733 (1918) (holding that federal court cannot rule on 

“validity of title” to lead bullion held by Mexico).  In each of these cases the courts concluded 

that the gravamen of the complaint compelled it to pass judgment on an act of state.  As this 

Court (and the Supreme Court) recognized, a claim against a private defendant for damages 

arising due to purported “official acts” procured by corruption does not require the court to pass 

judgment on the purported “official acts.”  W.S. Kirkpatrick, 495 U.S. at 407.  No case cited by 

ConocoPhillips is factually similar. 
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B. The Court Properly Ruled That Oceanic Meets Article III’s Standing 
Requirement 

ConocoPhillips argues that Oceanic has no standing to sue because there was no bidding 

process at all in 2002.  Motion at 9.  ConocoPhillips’ standing arguments disregard both 

Oceanic’s allegations and well-established case law.  ConocoPhillips has not demonstrated, nor 

can it demonstrate, that the Court erred when it concluded that ConocoPhillips’ conduct harmed 

Oceanic.   

ConocoPhillips claims that the Court “did not focus” on whether Oceanic was injured 

after East Timorese independence.  Motion at 6.  Not so.  The Court explicitly considered this 

very issue, holding: 

[m]oreover, plaintiffs have shown that ConocoPhillips allegedly continued to use 
its influence to maintain the results of the tainted 1991 bidding process.  
Therefore, but for ConocoPhillips’ alleged wrongful conduct, plaintiffs may have 
had an opportunity to try to convince the East Timorese officials that they were 
better suited to be partnered with to explore the Timor Gap in 2002 for petroleum 
and natural gas. 

Opinion at 27.  The Court has already fully considered Oceanic’s standing in its Opinion denying 

ConocoPhillips’ Motion to Dismiss.  ConocoPhillips suggestions to the contrary are nothing 

more than an attempt to manufacture a basis for reconsideration. 

1. ConocoPhillips’ Elimination Of Competition Through Its Corruption 
And Bribery Is Injury-In-Fact Sufficient To Confer Standing 

To establish standing a plaintiff must have suffered an injury-in-fact that is fairly 

traceable to the defendant’s challenged conduct and likely to be redressed by a favorable 

decision on the merits.  Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 559-61, 112 S. Ct. 2130, 

2136-37, 119 L. Ed. 2d 351 (1992); see Opp. at 6.  As Oceanic explained previously, the 

Supreme Court has held that the violation of a competitor’s right for the opportunity to compete 

is a sufficient basis for standing.  Opp. at 11 (citing Regents of the University of California v. 

Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 280 n.14, 98 S. Ct. 2733, 57 L. Ed. 2d 750 (1978) (finding standing 

because plaintiff suffered the loss of opportunity to compete on equal footing for any of the 100 

seats in the class); Adarand Constr., Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 211-12, 115 S. Ct. 2097, 132 L. 
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Ed. 2d 158 (1995) (standing existed because of plaintiff’s diminished opportunity to compete 

because of minority preference scheme)).4  Oceanic’s allegations demonstrate that it has 

standing: 

Oceanic alleges economic injury to its business that was caused by 
ConocoPhillips’ acts of bribery and corruption of Indonesian and East Timorese 
officials.  This illegal conduct injured Oceanic by depriving it of the opportunity 
to compete for and obtain production sharing contracts for the oil and natural gas 
in the seabed between East Timor and Australia.  Oceanic seeks redress for its 
injuries in the form of damages.  These allegations make out an injury sufficient 
to allow this case to proceed. 

Opp. at 6. 

Rather than showing that the Court erred when it held that Oceanic met the Lujan 

standing requirements, Opinion at 25-28, ConocoPhillips argues that Oceanic lacks standing to 

pursue its claims because no actual bid process occurred after East Timor declared independence.  

Motion at 9.  Stated differently, ConocoPhillips argues that its successful corruption and bribery 

eliminated any bidding process in post-independence East Timor such that Oceanic had no 

chance of success, and thus suffered no injury sufficient to create standing.  ConocoPhillips’ 

argument is contrary to well-established case law. 

Just as in Astech-Marmon, Inc. v. Lenoci, 349 F. Supp. 2d 265, 267, 271 (D. Conn. 2004), 

Oceanic’s loss of the opportunity to compete or bid for production sharing contracts due to the 

effective elimination of the bidding process by ConocoPhillips’ bribery and corruption 

constitutes an injury sufficient for Oceanic to pursue its claims.  Oceanic discussed Astech-

Marmon in its Opposition to ConocoPhillips’ Motion to Dismiss.  Opp. at 9.  ConocoPhillips 

does not claim that Astech-Marmon is incorrect or contradicted by other authorities.   

The plaintiff in Astech-Marmon sued because the defendants’ corrupt acts caused it to be 

excluded from bidding for asbestos abatement contracts.  Id. at 267-68.  The Astech-Marmon 

                                                 
4   “[L]egions of cases” have held that “the condition of being comparatively disadvantaged 

with respect to a material matter[, i.e., “lost opportunity to compete,”] is deemed a sufficiently 
concrete injury in fact[.]” Laurence H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 434 (3rd ed. 2000) 
(“Economic injury (or its prospect) from action of another is also such a ‘personal stake in the 
outcome’ to confer standing.”).  
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court specifically rejected the defendants’ claim that the plaintiff needed to bid to state a claim 

under civil RICO because such a requirement would reward the defendants’ wrongdoing.  Id. at 

271.  Additionally, Astech-Marmon found that defendants’ bribes and kickbacks “effectively 

eliminated the City bidding process[,]” which constituted sufficient injury to plaintiff.  See id. at 

267.  Here too, ConocoPhillips’ bribery eliminated any competition for oil and gas rights in the 

Timor Sea, thereby causing injury to Oceanic.  Id. at 271; Opinion at 26-28.  

Oceanic also briefed Bieter Co. v. Blomquist, 987 F.2d 1319, 1323 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. 

denied, 510 U.S. 823 (1993), in its Opposition.  Opp. at 21-22.  In Bieter, the court allowed a 

RICO claim to proceed based on a lost opportunity theory.  Id. at 1326.  Bieter, a developer of a 

regional shopping center, brought a civil RICO claim against city officials and competing 

developers alleging that the competing developers bribed city officials to thwart Bieter’s 

development and obtain approval for their competing development.  Bieter had applied for 

permission from the city to develop a parcel of land.  The city denied the application.  Id. 

at 1322.  Candidates supporting Bieter’s development were later elected to the city council, but 

prior to ceding power the “lame duck” city council approved defendants’ competing 

development plan.  Id.  As a result, Bieter’s prospective anchor tenant withdrew from the 

shopping center project and Bieter chose not to pursue further approvals.  Id. at 1323.  

Defendants moved for summary judgment, arguing that Bieter’s claim was based on “simply a 

lost opportunity, not the sort of actual, concrete injury for which RICO was designed.”  Id. 

at 1328-1329.  The court rejected defendants’ argument and held that Bieter had sufficiently pled 

injury because the complaint alleged that defendants’ bribery caused Bieter to:  (i) lose a 

development proposal that would have otherwise been approved, and (ii) lose its anchor tenant, 

making a reapplication for rezoning a futile exercise.  Id. at 1329. 

In Bieter, the plaintiff alleged that defendants’ scheme of bribery effectively eliminated 

the plaintiff’s opportunity to compete.  In the present case, ConocoPhillips’ acts of bribery and 

corruption eliminated Oceanic’s ability to fairly compete to obtain rights to oil and gas in the 

Timor Sea.  SAC ¶¶ 89-108.  In both cases, further action by the injured party was rendered 
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futile by the extent of the defendants’ corrupt activities.  See Bieter, 987 F.2d at 1329, n.7; 

Opinion at 26-28.  Thus, existing law, which ConocoPhillips does not distinguish, strongly 

supports the Court’s ruling that Oceanic suffered injury sufficient to create standing.5 

2. ConocoPhillips’ Assertion That Oceanic Does Not Have Standing 
Because There Was No Bidding Process In 2002 Ignores Oceanic’s 
Allegations And Well-Established Case Law 

ConocoPhillips bases its lack of standing argument upon a false premise—that Oceanic’s 

injury is the loss of opportunity to compete or bid for the right to explore for and produce oil in 

the Timor Gap “after East Timor gained independence in 2002.”  Motion at 2 (emphasis added).  

ConocoPhillips’ strawman argument artificially limits the relevant time frame and misstates the 

allegations in the Complaint.  By the time Annex F became effective, ConocoPhillips’ bribery of 

East Timorese officials had already eliminated any chance for fair competition and eliminated 

any competition for oil and gas rights in the Timor Sea.  It was this corruption and bribery that 

secured ConocoPhillips’ rights to the oil and natural gas reserves in the Timor Gap.   

Oceanic lost an opportunity to compete or bid for production sharing contracts between 

the time that East Timor declared independence on August 30, 1999 and the finalization of the  

                                                 
5   As Oceanic pointed out at page 21 of its Opposition to ConocoPhillips’ Motion to 

Dismiss, numerous additional authorities also support this conclusion.  See, e.g., Commercial 
Cleaning Serv. LLC v. Colin Serv. Sys., Inc., 271 F.3d 374, 380-85 (2d Cir. 2001) (RICO case 
where defendant’s illegal activities allowed it to underbid plaintiff); Terminate Control Corp. v. 
Horowitz, 28 F.3d 1335, 1339-40, 1343 (2d Cir. 1994) (RICO action where plaintiff was 
effectively denied opportunity to compete because it refused to pay kickbacks); Johnson 
Controls, Inc. v. Exide Corporation, 132 F. Supp. 2d 654, 656, 662 (N.D. Ill. 2001) (holding 
Johnson Controls’ allegation that it bid for and lost a contract as a result of defendant’s 
racketeering activity was adequate to withstand a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss); Flood v. 
Waste Management, Inc., 1988 WL 87504, *2 (N.D. Ill. 1988) (allegation that “but for 
defendants’ racketeering activity, fraudulent conduct and bribery scheme, plaintiffs would have 
received the [] garbage removal contract” was sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss); SJ 
Advanced Technology & Manufacturing Corp. v. Junkunc, 627 F. Supp. 572, 576 (N.D. 
Ill. 1986) (holding that “[g]iven General’s asserted monopoly status, together with the specific 
goal of its misrepresentations (though made to third parties) to exclude SJ as General’s sole 
prospective competitor in the seal market, SJ clearly fits that ‘person injured’ description.  
Nothing blocks an injured competitor from calling on civil RICO[.]”). 
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Timor Sea Treaty.  SAC ¶¶ 83, 89-108.  The Complaint alleges that, upon East Timor’s 

independence, the leadership of East Timor, including Mari Alkatiri, was adamant that East 

Timor would not recognize ConocoPhillips’ production sharing contracts and that all interests 

previously granted in the Timor Sea, including the Timor Gap Treaty between Indonesia and 

Australia that permitted exploration of oil and gas in the Timor Sea, were invalid.  SAC ¶¶ 3, 84.  

East Timor made clear its intention to re-open the bidding process by adopting a Constitution in 

early 2002 that vitiated all of ConocoPhillips’ prior interests in East Timorese natural resources.  

SAC ¶¶ 82, 88.  Specifically, the East Timor Constitution states: 

The resources of the soil, the subsoil, the territorial waters, the continental shelf 
and the exclusive economic zone, which are essential to the economy, shall be 
owned by the State and must be used in a just and equitable manner in accordance 
with the national interests. 

Constitution of the Democratic Republic of East Timor, art. 139, para. 1; SAC ¶ 88.  The East 

Timor Constitution further provides: 

The Democratic Republic of East Timor shall not recognize any acts or contracts 
concerning the natural resources referred to in number 1 of Article 139 entered 
into or undertaken prior to the entry into force of the Constitution which are not 
confirmed by the competent organs after the Constitution enters into force. 

Constitution of the Democratic Republic of East Timor, art. 158, para. 3; SAC ¶ 88.  Therefore, 

through its Constitution, East Timor expressly disavowed the validity of the production sharing 

contracts previously granted to ConocoPhillips.   

Recognizing East Timor’s intention to permit bidding or competition for the rights to 

explore and extract oil and natural gas from the Timor Gap, Oceanic relentlessly pursued the 

opportunity to obtain these rights.  SAC ¶ 113.  After the United Nations Transitional 

Administration in East Timor (“UNTAET”) became the governing authority in East Timor in 

1999, Oceanic tried to obtain rights from UNTAET to explore for oil and gas in the Timor Sea.  

SAC ¶ 114.  Oceanic attempted to meet with Sergio Vieira de Mello, Head of the UNTAET 

Mission, but deMello, upon the instruction of Alkatiri, refused the meeting.  SAC ¶ 115.  

Although Oceanic obtained one meeting with Alkatiri in June 2001, its efforts to meet with him 
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over the following months were rejected.  SAC ¶ 117.  Plaintiffs’ representatives also traveled to 

East Timor in March 2002 to meet with East Timorese government officials and make a 

presentation regarding construction of a gas pipeline.  SAC ¶ 121.   

Plaintiffs’ efforts proved to be futile because ConocoPhillips’ engaged in a scheme of 

bribery and corruption to ensure that fair competition would be thwarted.  SAC ¶¶ 89-108.  

ConocoPhillips believed that the loss of production sharing contracts would be a “disaster of 

major proportions” and averted this disaster through corruption.  SAC ¶ 4.  It was this corruption 

and bribery of East Timorese officials that injured Oceanic and gives it standing to pursue its 

claims.  See id.  Oceanic also alleges that ConocoPhillips had a long history of bribing 

Indonesian officials and officials of the state-run oil company, Pertamina, to secure its initial 

foothold in Indonesia and to obtain production sharing contracts awarded by Pertamina officials.  

SAC ¶¶ 59-79; Opp. at 6, 10.  Through this systematic corruption going back to the 1970’s, 

ConocoPhillips secured its initial favored position in the Timor Sea.   

ConocoPhillips also argues that Oceanic’s opportunity to compete never existed because 

the Court’s Opinion states, “plaintiffs nor any one else had a right to ‘compete or bid for rights’ 

in the Timor Gap at that time [in 2002 when the Treaty became effective].”  Opinion at 15.  

ConocoPhillips takes the Court’s statement out of context.  Rather, the Court made clear that 

“[i]n 2002, when the Treaty came into effect, no provisions were made for bidding or further 

opportunities to compete for concession right in the Timor Gap.”  Opinion at 15.  The reason that 

the Treaty did not provide for these bidding opportunities was because, as the Court recognized 

and as Oceanic’s allegations make clear, “ConocoPhillips allegedly continued to use its influence 

[bribery and corruption] in 2002 to convince the new East Timorese government to maintain the 

results of the tainted 1991 bidding process.”  Opinion at 27 (emphasis added); SAC ¶¶ 83-95.  It 

is this “influence” exerted by ConocoPhillips that resulted in the complete elimination of the 

bidding process that constitutes injury sufficient to confer standing upon Oceanic, as the Court 

properly recognized.  See Astech-Marmon, Inc. v. Lenoci, 349 F. Supp. 2d 265, 271 (D. Conn. 

2004). 
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3. ConocoPhillips’ Authorities Cited In Support Of Its Standing 
Argument Are Inapposite 

Just as it did in its Motion to Dismiss, ConocoPhillips argues that “disappointed wishes 

are insufficient to confer standing.”  Motion at 4.  It cites two inapposite government contract 

cases for this proposition—Free Air Corp. v. Federal Communications Comm’n, 130 F.3d 447 

(D.C. Cir. 1997), and Energy Transp. Group, Inc. v. Maritime Admin., 956 F.2d 1206, 1211 

(D.C. Cir. 1992).  Preliminarily, elimination of a bidding process through ConocoPhillips’ 

scheme of bribery is anything but a “disappointed wish.”  Further, ConocoPhillips misplaces its 

reliance on Energy Transp. and Free Air because these cases arise from procedural claims under 

certain federal government procurement statutes.  See id. at 1208-09; Free Air, 130 F.3d at 448.  

Federal government procurement cases have no application here because Oceanic’s “right” is not 

bestowed by the mandatory language of the federal procurement statutes nor by any contractual 

solicitation to participate in such a procurement.   

Unlike this case, the Free Air Corp. case did not involve a bidding process tainted by a 

defendant’s bribery and corruption.  It involved a radio broadcast license applicant’s elimination 

from a bidding process due to the applicant’s failure to timely prosecute its application.  130 F.3d 

at 448.  The plaintiff in Free Air appealed the FCC’s order that resulted in an award of a 

broadcast license to another applicant.  Id. at 447-48.  The Free Air plaintiff went through a fair 

bidding process and was eliminated through reasonable and justifiable grounds—“removed from 

competition on the basis of a decision (challenged in court and upheld) wholly independent of 

the decisions leading to the award of the license.”  Id. at 450.  In the present case, no such 

reasonable or justifiable grounds exist. 

In the Energy Transp. Group case, the plaintiff alleged that the bidding procedures 

employed by a U.S. government agency, the Maritime Administration, to sell three repossessed 

gas tankers to a third party violated the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 

1949, 40 U.S.C. §§ 471-544.  956 F.2d at 1209-10.  The Maritime Administration issued three 

bid solicitations during 1986 and 1987.  Id. at 1209.  The plaintiff received all of them and 
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responded to none.  Id. at 1209-10.  Only after litigation was commenced involving a challenge 

to the award to the only bidder, did the plaintiff seek to (belatedly) make an offer.  Id.  The court 

held that the plaintiff did not have standing because it made a deliberate choice not to participate 

in the bidding process.  See id. at 1211-12.6  In contrast, Oceanic had no choice to participate in a 

competitive process as a direct result of ConocoPhillips’ accused conduct.  SAC ¶¶ 6, 154.  

Oceanic was deprived of an opportunity to compete, whether in the form of a rebid of the corrupt 

1991 process, or in a new competitive process established without the insidious influence of 

bribery and corruption.  SAC ¶¶ 6, 154. 

Further, the court in Energy Transport contrasted CC Distribs. Inc. v. United States, 883 

F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1989), a case in which a government agency failed to initiate a 

procurement process at all.  Energy Transp., 956 F.2d at 1211-12.  The court in CC Distribs. Inc. 

found that government contractors had standing to assert claims based on the loss of an 

opportunity to compete where a government agency did not initiate a procurement process.  

CC Distribs. Inc. 883 F.2d at 149-151; Plaintiffs’ Opposition to Defendant the Timor Sea 

Designated Authority’s Motion to Dismiss the Second Amended Complaint at 8.  The 

inapplicable federal government contracting cases cited by ConocoPhillips provide no 

justification to reconsider the Court’s ruling that Oceanic has standing. 

4. ConocoPhillips’ Assertion That “Every Other Company On The 
Planet” Would Have Standing Is Wrong 

ConocoPhillips misguidingly asserts that “plaintiffs’ disappointment with the sovereign 

decision not to disavow the 1991 concession . . . does not give every other company on the plant 

standing to challenge that sovereign decision in the absence of a legally cognizable right . . . .”  

Motion at 4.  Under ConocoPhillips’ theory, a party cheated out of an opportunity to compete 

                                                 
6   Moreover, the government was not required to conduct a rebid after the litigation in which 

another party raised a challenge to the award; that litigation was settled resulting in a negotiated 
private sale of the ships at issue.  The court held the negotiated sale was within the government’s 
discretion pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 1275(c), the Merchant Marine Act of 1936.  Accordingly, the 
statute at issue further precluded standing for the plaintiff.  956 F.2d at 1213-14. 
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because of a competitor’s bribery has no standing to sue the competitor that obtained the contract 

through the bribery.  This is not the law.  See section I.B.1.-2., supra. 

Additionally, the Second Amended Complaint contains ample allegations that distinguish 

Oceanic from “every other company on the planet.”  Opp. at 12.  Oceanic alleges that it would 

have won a production sharing contract had the competition not been corrupted.  SAC ¶¶ 1, 6.  

The Complaint contains specific factual allegations including information regarding Oceanic’s 

qualifications in the area of oil and gas exploration, its advocacy of constructing a pipeline to 

East Timor and developing LNG facilities there (as opposed to Australia), and its prior 

experience in the Timor Sea.  SAC ¶¶ 51-54.  Oceanic invested considerable time and resources 

in discovering, mapping, and proposing to develop the very same reserves as to which 

ConocoPhillips was later awarded production contracts as a result of bribery.  SAC ¶¶ 77-82.  It 

also invested considerable time and resources in seeking to persuade the new East Timorese 

government to allow it to develop new areas of natural resources.   SAC ¶¶ 112-127.  These 

allegations make clear that Oceanic would have had a “substantial chance” of succeeding in a 

fair competition had ConocoPhillips’ scheme of bribery and corruption in Indonesia, and later 

East Timor, not prevented all competition for production sharing contracts in the Timor Sea. 

ConocoPhillips also cites a string of cases that it argues are supportive of the proposition 

that expenditure of resources is insufficient to confer standing upon a litigant.  See Motion at 5.  

None of ConocoPhillips’ cases involved elimination of a bidding process that deprived a litigant 

of the opportunity to compete or bid for a contract.  Similarly, all of these cases involved factors 

in addition to the “mere” expenditure of resources.  In each of ConocoPhillips’ cases, the courts 

found that plaintiffs’ asserted injury was “self-inflicted” and, therefore, insufficient to confer 

standing upon plaintiff.  See McConnell v. Federal Election Comm’n, 540 U.S. 93, 228, 124 S. 

Ct. 619, 157 L. Ed. 2d 495 (2003) (injury caused by plaintiffs’ “own personal ‘wish’ not to 

solicit or accept large contributions.”); Pennsylvania v. New Jersey, 426 U.S. 660, 664, 96 S. Ct. 

2333, 49 L. Ed. 2d 124 (1976) (rejecting plaintiff states’ standing to challenge defendant states’ 

tax on income of nonresident employees because decision to invoke tax credit to offset such 
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taxes was a “self-inflicted” injury); Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers v. Surface 

Transportation Board, 457 F.3d 24, 28 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (injury caused by petitioner’s limitation 

in its collective bargaining agreement with its employees); Taylor v. FDIC, 132 F.3d 753, 767 

(D.D.C. 1997) (no standing where plaintiffs claimed constructive discharge based upon 

voluntary resignations); Petro-Chem Processing, Inc. v. EPA, 866 F.2d 433, 438 (D.C. Cir. 

1989) (self-inflicted injury does not support standing if it is “so completely due to the 

[complainant’s] own fault as to break the causal chain.”) (quotation omitted).  When, as in each 

of these cases, the plaintiff caused its own injury there is no “causal connection between the 

injury and the conduct complained of”—a threshold requirement of standing.  See Lujan, 504 

U.S. at 560.  By contrast, the allegations in the Complaint do not support any finding of a self-

inflicted injury.  Rather, as the Court concluded, the allegations support the conclusion that 

ConocoPhillips’ wrongful acts in violation of RICO, the Robinson Patman Act and state law 

injured Oceanic.  Accordingly, these cases are inapplicable.7 

II. CONOCOPHILLIPS HAS NOT ESTABLISHED ANY GROUNDS FOR THE 
GRANT OF CERTIFICATION OF INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL 

ConocoPhillips cannot meet the high burden required to demonstrate that this case should 

be certified for interlocutory appeal.  The “law is clear that certification under § 1292(b) is 

reserved for truly exceptional cases.”  In re Vitamins Antitrust Litigation, 2000 WL 673936 at *2 

(D.D.C. Jan. 27, 2000) (citing Tolson v. United States, 732 F.2d 998, 1002 (D.C. Cir. 1984) 

(“Section 1292(b) is meant to be applied in relatively few situations and should not be read as a 

significant incursion on the traditional federal policy against piecemeal appeals.”)).  As this 

Court has stated in Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Nat’l Energy Policy Dev. Group, 233 F. Supp. 2d 16, 

20 (D.D.C. 2002), courts are hesitant to grant interlocutory appeals and require a “party seeking 

                                                 
7   ConocoPhillips’ string of cases are further distinguishable on the basis that they implicate 
various constitutional challenges, McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93 (2003); Pennsylvania v. 
New Jersey, 426 U.S. 660 (1976); and Taylor v. FDIC, 132 F.3d 753 (D.D.C. 1997), and 
challenges to decisions of administrative agencies, Brotherhood of Locomotive Eng’rs & 
Trainmen v. Surface Transp. Bd., 457 F.3d 24 (D.C. Cir. 2006); and Petro-Chem Processing, 
Inc. v. EPA, 866 F.2d 433 (D.C. Cir. 1989).   
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certification pursuant to § 1292(b) [to] meet a high standard to overcome the ‘strong 

congressional policy against piecemeal reviews, and against obstructing or impeding an ongoing 

judicial proceeding by interlocutory appeals.”   

ConocoPhillips must demonstrate that three conditions exist before a district court may 

certify an order for interlocutory appeal: (1) the order must involve a controlling issue of law; 

(2) there must be a substantial ground for difference of opinion concerning the question; and 

(3) an immediate appeal must materially advance the disposition of the litigation.  See 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1292(b).  ConocoPhillips has failed to demonstrate that it has satisfied the strict requirements 

of section 1292(b).  

A. There Is No Substantial Ground For Difference Of Opinion On Standing Or 
The Act Of State Defense 

As this Court has previously stated, “[t]he threshold for establishing the ‘substantial 

ground for difference of opinion’ with respect to a ‘controlling question of law’ required for 

certification pursuant to § 1292(b) is a high one.”  Judicial Watch, Inc., 233 F. Supp. 2d at 19.  

ConocoPhillips claims that “standing and act of state issues” are “controlling question of law.”  

Motion at 14.  ConocoPhillips, however, has not identified any basis for a difference of opinion 

on these issues, much less a “substantial” difference of opinion. 

1. There Is No Disagreement Within The D.C. Circuit Regarding 
Standing 

ConocoPhillips concedes that “there is obviously no precedent on the specific legal 

question whether plaintiffs in this particular case have standing.”  Motion at 15.  This admission 

is fatal to the relief ConocoPhillips seeks.  If no precedent exists, then no difference of opinion 

can exist.  Disagreement with application of the law in the absence of precedent on an issue is 

insufficient to warrant certification for interlocutory appeal.  For example, in First Am. Corp. v. 

Al-Nahyah, 948 F. Supp. 1107, 1117 (D.D.C. 1996), the court rejected a request for certification 

for interlocutory appeal based on an absence of case law interpreting the legal theory at issue in 

the case: 
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Other than their interpretation of [the law], [defendants] have offered little to 
support their desired result, and they have not persuaded the Court that conflicting 
authority exists on the issue presented under these facts. . . .  Nor does the mere 
‘lack of authority on a disputed issue . . . necessarily establish [a] substantial 
ground for a difference of opinion under the statute.’   

Id. (internal citations and quotations omitted).  Like Al-Nahyah, courts in this Circuit and 

throughout the nation are not in disagreement over the legal issues related to standing that apply 

to this case.  See also Hotel Employees & Rest. Employees Union, Local 2 v. Marriott Corp., 

1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16983 (N.D. Cal. Nov 12, 1993) (rejecting request for certification of 

interlocutory appeal on a case where there was no conflict of interpretation, only lacking 

authority in the jurisdiction).   

Lacking both factually or legally similar precedent, ConocoPhillips relies solely on two 

cases—from the unique, highly regulated and distinguishable federal government procurement 

context—Free Air Corp. v. FCC, 130 F.3d 447 (D.C. Cir. 1997), and Energy Transp. Group, Inc. 

v. Maritime Admin., 956 F. 2d 1206 (D.C. Cir. 1992)—that it contends require a finding under 

this analysis that Oceanic does not have standing.  Motion at 15.  Because these cases do not 

apply to Oceanic’s claims (as stated at page I.B.3., supra), they certainly do not create a 

substantial ground for differences of opinion on the applicable law.  

ConocoPhillips’ argument is that it disagrees with the Court’s decision on standing.  It is 

well established that “[t]he District Court should not lose credibility with the Court of Appeals 

by certifying interlocutory appeals simply to accommodate requests of counsel who are 

dissatisfied with or inconvenienced by a ruling.”  In re Oxford Health Plans, Inc., 182 F.R.D. 51, 

53 (S.D.N.Y 1998).  And as stated by this Court: 

Mere disagreement, even if vehement, with a court’s ruling on a motion to 
dismiss does not establish a ‘substantial ground for difference of opinion’ 
sufficient to satisfy the statutory requirements for an interlocutory appeal. 

Judicial Watch, Inc., 233 F. Supp. 2d at 20 (citing First Am. Corp. v. Al-Nahyah, 948 F. Supp. 

1107, 1116 (D.D.C. 1996)); see also In re Vitamins Antitrust litigation, 2000 WL 673936 at *3.  

ConocoPhillips has shown no substantial difference of opinion on the issue of Oceanic’s 

standing. 
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2. There Is No Disagreement Within The D.C. Circuit Regarding 
Application Of The Act Of State Doctrine, Which Is To Be Flexibly 
Applied 

ConocoPhillips has also not shown a substantial difference of opinion on the denial of 

ConocoPhillips’ act of state defense.  As the Court recognized, the Supreme Court’s decision in 

W.S. Kirkpatrick, Inc., is directly on point.  ConocoPhillips needs no appeal to confirm this 

obvious conclusion.  The only supposed conflict identified by ConocoPhillips with respect to act 

of state issues is a purported inconsistency between this Court’s holding and two cases—

Worldwide Minerals, Ltd. v. Rep. of Kazakhstan, 296 F.3d 1154 (D.C. Cir. 2002), and Callejo v. 

Bancomer, S.A., 764 F.2d 1101 (5th Cir. 1985).  As discussed earlier, neither case conflicts with 

W.S. Kirkpatrick or this Court’s decision.  In fact, the D.C. Circuit in Worldwide Minerals 

specifically permitted claims against a private party to proceed while dismissing claims against 

foreign government entities on act of state grounds.  See supra at 7-9.  ConocoPhillips’ 

disagreement with the Court’s decision to deny ConocoPhillips’ act of state argument is 

insufficient to meet the strict requirements for an interlocutory appeal. 

ConocoPhillips’ claim that the act of state issue is a “cutting edge issue” does not justify 

the grant of an interlocutory appeal either.  “The mere presence of a disputed issue that is a 

question of first impression, standing alone, is insufficient to demonstrate a substantial ground 

for difference of opinion.”  Flor v. BOT Fin. Corp., 79 F.3d 281, 284 (2d Cir. 1996).  Further, 

“[i]nterlocutory review should not be used merely to provide a review of difficult rulings in hard 

cases.”  Kirkland & Ellis v. CMI Corp., 1996 WL 674072 at *4 (N.D. Ill.  Nov. 19, 1996) 

(citation omitted) (holding that each element of section 1292(b) test must be met before 

certification can be granted).   

B. An Immediate Appeal Would Not Materially Advance The Ultimate 
Termination Of This Litigation 

ConocoPhillips also argues that an interlocutory appeal of the Court’s Order would 

materially advance this litigation because “[t]his Court should not put itself in the position of 

expending its scarce judicial resources” because of the “extraordinary allegations in this 
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[complex] case.”  Motion at 16.  The Court need not consider this element because 

ConocoPhillips has failed to show a substantial ground for difference of opinion.  Further, the 

fact that this case is complicated does not make it one of the truly exceptional cases warranting 

certification for interlocutory appeal.  See In re Vitamins Antitrust litigation, 2000 WL 673936 

at *3; Kirkland & Ellis, 1996 WL 674072 at *4.   

That this case is at the motion to dismiss stage does not compel the conclusion that an 

interlocutory appeal would materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation.  Of 

course any motion to dismiss can “advance ultimate termination,” but this posture does not 

distinguish ConocoPhillips from any other litigant at this juncture of any case.   

Most significantly, certification of the Order for interlocutory appeal would likely harm 

Oceanic.  As ConocoPhillips correctly points out, this case involves serious allegations of acts 

committed long ago.  If the Court stays the deadlines it has set and certifies its decision for 

interlocutory appeal, memories will fade, witnesses may become unavailable, and documents 

will likely be destroyed.  These concerns are amplified in light of the turbulent political situation 

in East Timor.  Prime Minister Alkatiri has now resigned from his position and is being 

investigated for criminal misconduct by the East Timor Prosecutor’s office.8  Rogerio Lobato—

who the Complaint alleges was stopped at the Darwin airport with approximately $1 million in 

United States currency in a suitcase—is now under house arrest.9  Given the dramatically 

changing state of affairs in the region and the possibility for record loss or destruction, delaying 

discovery will prejudice Oceanic. 

Indeed, any further delay will likely result in the destruction of key evidence in the 

possession of third parties in Australia.  In particular, bank records that are directly relevant to 

                                                 
8   Shawn Donnan, East Timor Prime Minister Resigns, FT.com, June 26, 2006, available at 

2006 WLNR 11179605 (attached as Exhibit A to Declaration of James J. Webster (“Webster 
Decl.”)); John Kerin, UN Backs Inquiry Into Killings, The Australian Financial Review, June 8, 
2006, available at 2006 WLNR 9757830, at 13 (Exhibit B to Webster Decl.). 

9   SAC ¶ 102; Shawn Donnan, East Timor Arrests Former Interior Minister, Financial 
Times Asia, June 21, 2006, available at WLNR 10685252 at 2 (Exhibit C to Webster Decl.).   
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allegations in the Second Amended Complaint regarding bribery are maintained in Australia.  

Delay of this suit could render these documents unavailable because the Commonwealth of 

Australia Financial Transactions Reports Act 1998 compels a financial institution to keep certain 

financial records for seven years after an account is closed.  See Commonwealth of Australia 

Financial Transactions Reports Act 2001, Sections 3 and 23 (attached as Exhibit A to Plaintiffs’ 

Submission of Foreign Legal Authorities in Support of Opposition to the ConocoPhillips’ 

Defendants’ Expedited Motion to Stay Deadlines (“Submission”)).  Also, under the 

Commonwealth of Australia Corporations Act, a company can destroy records of its financial 

transactions after seven years.  See Commonwealth of Australia Corporations Act, Sections 9 

and 286 (attached as Exhibit B to Submission).  As a consequence, records reflecting any 

transactions in August and September 1999 are already potentially subject to destruction under 

these laws.  Any further delay of discovery will increase the likelihood that documents that are 

directly relevant to the allegations in the Complaint will be destroyed before Oceanic can obtain 

them. 

Conclusion 

ConocoPhillips has failed to show an error of law or a need to prevent manifest injustice 

warranting reconsideration.  Nor has it demonstrated that the high standard for obtaining 

interlocutory review is met.  As a result, ConocoPhillips’ motion should be denied. 
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